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Lehmuskoti Dementia Unit:
towards
the symptoms-relieving
environment Maunula, Helsinki

DINING/LIVING ROOM

IMIAD, Master Thesis project
Full version: theseus.fi
Research done in the thesis
defined the task: to design the
interior which would relieve the
dementia symptoms and improve well-being of the patients.
The main challenges were:
99The patients confused with
time and space
99Social withdrawal
99Institutional atmosphere
99 Lack of nature
99Lack of daylight
Summary of the changes made
to the dining/living room:
 Reduction of institutional feeling by a patio atmosphere
 Social space attractiveness
through the artwork: L-shaped
panelled wall as a sculpture
 L-shaped wall as a navigation
landmark
 Wood relief for tactile stimulation and motor skills improvement
 The bench "under the tree"
encourages social contacts
 Skylight looking ceiling panels with acoustics properties
 "Fake window": replaceable
backlit acrylic panel depicting
the current season (support of
the time & season sense)
 Vertical gardens

L-shaped wall as a "linden tree trunk". Behind: "fake window".

L-shaped wall became a "linden
tree trunk", symbolizing Lehmus
(linden tree).

REDESIGN of the
BROTHERS’ ROOM
private apartment
St. Petersburg

LOFT
IDEA for 14,5
m² room:
Brainstorming:
landmark
idea
the sleeping zone is located on the upper level,
the ladder spokes extend into the book shelves, cozy “nest” underneath works as a storage space, a wall-length desktop

Sleeping
zone

Sleeping zone

Storage under
the seat

Cozy "nest"

HALLWAY DESIGN
private house
Espoo

Eye-catching
aquarium
welcomes
Brainstorming:
landmark
idea the hosts and the guests into the house.
Design includes construction, material and colour charts, staircase lighting.

HALLWAY, DINING and FIREPLACE ROOM DESIGN
private house
Espoo

Thickness
of thelandmark
partition idea
wall was increased in order to have a decorative illuminated niche and to embed the chest of
Brainstorming:
the drawers towards the hallway.
Design includes construction, material and colour charts and lighting.

KITCHEN DESIGN
private house

Tailored
furniture
solution.idea
Brainstorming:
landmark
Furniture vendor is Novart Oy.

Vantaa

The target was to get a
snack place in connection
with the kitchen renovation.
Main challenge:
Low window starting
at 67 cm from the floor.
Standard height table usage
impossible.
Tailored solution:
Designed a low mobile unit
with a raised bar as
everyday snack place.

customer's
photo

customer's photo

KITCHEN DESIGN
private houses
Helsinki metropolitan area

IBrainstorming:
made both renovation
new construction projects.
landmarkand
idea
The clients were the residents, little firms and construction companies.
The kitchen furniture vendor is Novart Oy.

customer's photo

customer's photo

APARTMENT
INTERIOR DESIGN
private houses
Finland

customer's photo

This
page represents
someidea
privat interiors, both ideas and implemented projects.
Brainstorming:
landmark
Design usually included plan rethinking according to the changed needs, materials and colours charts and lighting.

LIVING ROOM INTERIOR
private house
Helsinki

Richard Anderson's A.Hamilton
Hotel's interior (San Francisco)
worked as a reference:
built-in storage used as the
space divider.
Illuminated glass display idea
was borrowed from architect
C.Steely's house (San Francisco).

REDESIGN PROPOSAL
Brainstorming:
landmark idea

Planning living spaces for
elderly people:
proposal supporting the
social contacts
Bellinzona, Switzerland

SPACE ORGANIZATION from HEALTH CONDITION LEVEL viewpoint

1-2-3

IMIAD exchange studies in University of Applied Sciences and
Arts of Southern Switzerland

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRIVACY - PUBLICITY GRADATION

physical
models
Private
Semi-private
"close-in" Public
Public

apartments
common living room
services, garden
all outdoors

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

The task:
99"Aging in place" concept
99Reorganization of the building
space (specified shape must be
used)
99Independent life supporting
apartments
Important for my user:
1. Security
2. Contacts & privacy balance
3. Activities
Translated into the space:
1. Way-finding
Accessibility
Senior friendly apartment
2. Common area ("mentally"
accessible: furnished by personal items)
3. Services, garden

common living room / sketch

ground floor

residential type floor (1-4 floors)

Planning living spaces for
elderly people:
proposal supporting the
social contacts
Bellinzona, Switzerland

1-2-3

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

- Intuitive rectangular layout
- Accessible
- Aesthetic
- Large living/dining area
which can be furnished by personal items (freedom of choice)
- Separated bedroom (more
privacy)
- Bathroom next to the bedroom
- Large balcony
- Indirect lighting

SENIOR FRIENDLY SINGLE APARTMENT 60 m

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

Planning living spaces for
elderly people:
proposal supporting the
social contacts

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

1-2-3

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

Bellinzona, Switzerland

SECTIONS and a DETAIL / KITCHEN

ROSENKULLA Service Housing
dining area redesign as a part
of service design project

Rosenkulla ROSE
as an activating and multisensoral piece of art
Making the fire place functional and visible

Liljendal, Loviisa
Getting
day light
inside!

Team work with designers
Heli Miikkulainen-Gilbert and
Saara Gröhn.
Loviisa town council asked
Muutosmuotoilu team to redesign the dining and lounge
area of the Rosenkulla
service housing. In 20 days
we have created a concept
which is as little institution
alike as possible. It is warm,
cozy and lively space for the
residents and their families,
other visitors and the staff.
The goal of the concept is
also to activate the Liljendal
village society by encouraging them to take part in
implementation and usage.

Wall bars:
spontaneous physical training
for residents, guests and staff

Fire wood:
relaxing atmosphere
and aroma

before

Real piano as an affordance to play

Borrowed painting
from Loviisa Art Museum
Tulle
textile

Article about the project in Loviisan Sanomat (03.2015)

"Hidden"
office
for nurses:
safe and aesthetic
solution

Multifunctional room
now in residents' use

before

Make District Heating
Visible!
-concept competition proposal
Itä-Pasila, Helsinki
The competition was held by
Energiateollisuus ry.
The aim was to found
aesthetic, innovative and
eco-friendly ideas related
to district heating objects,
which are the part of the
urban environment.
This ventilation gap becomes
 a piece of environmental
art
 navigation mark
 streetlight.
The image is based on
the painting "Fantasy" by
symbolist Hugo Simberg.
Real steam coming from the
inside increases the impression on the passersby.
It can be implemented by
using for example graffiti
technique and LED strips
for lighting. Light will turn on
by using the stored steam's
energy.
The idea presents the district
heating in a playful way.

ARABIA FACTORY ENTRANCE
public art proposal
Helsinki

IMIAD virtual reality course
School of arts, design and
architecture is located in
the former factory's building
nowadays.
The main ideas of the alteration
 creativity
 sketching
 pencil as a basic tool
Acrylic glass pencils go
through the building bringing association with a pencil
sharpener. During the dark
time the pencils emit light
due to LED system inside.
Ceramic tiles on the ground
remind "the peelings".

Crazy and funny idea: glass building as a PENCIL SHARPENER
Sharp pencil = sharp mind!

FERIKÖY MARKET PLACE
experiencing the vernacular
culture of Feriköy bazaar

Brainstorming:
landmark idea

Istanbul, Sisli

Istanbul

IMIAD
IMIADinternational
internationalworkshop
workshop
Shopping
2013, Istanbul,
cultureTurkey
& Spaces of
exchange
teamwork
2013, Istanbul, Turkey
My contribution:
 Sketching (all the sketches)
The
 zoning
landmark should increase
the
 visibility
circulation
of the
routes
market
planning
place
and
 seating
provide area
the information
design
about the particular bazaar day
to the surroundings.
 Visibility, attention
 Information through the
floodlight (which day is it: fruits,
antique bazaar etc.)
 Recycled materials (desks)
 Support for the place's
identity
 Contrast of vertical and
horizontal directions

The local culture investigation

Bringing more light underneath

Navigation mark.
Tower made of used desks

CANTON LIBRARY
sketches
Lugano, Switzerland

SWISS ARCHITECTURE in SKETCHES

